Upper Delta WMA Gate Closure Protocol

Swamp road gate is subject to closure with little notice when flooding is forecast.

The gate is locked when tailwater reading at Claiborne Lock and Dam on the Alabama River is approaching 21 feet.

Gate is opened after water level recedes, road has dried out, and any needed repairs are completed. Call the District V office at 251-626-5474 for updates.

Link to obtain tailwater reading and forecast from NOAA website is: 

You can google "Claiborne Hydrograph" or call 1-888-771-4601 for water level information.

This map is your permit to hunt all game in accordance with the seasons, rules, and regulations listed hereon. This permit must be signed and in your possession to be valid.
UPPER DELTA WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA
(Baldwin & Mobile Counties)

DIVISION OF WILDLIFE AND FRESHWATER FISHERIES
Hunting Regulations - September 2017 - August 2018

PERMITS: A season permit is required for all hunting and is valid for all game species and seasons listed on permit. Permits may be obtained at self-service permit box locations on Area of St. Luke Lake Front Pitts Farm Road or from Mobile County Department of Natural Resources, Hubbell Landing, Upper Bryants Landing, BOATYARD LANDING, MOBILE COUNTY RIVER DELTA MARINA, OR MT. VERNON HARDWARE.

NOTE: 
- A State Hunting License, Wildlife Management Area (WMA) License and a wildlife management area permit are required when hunting during deer, turkey, or waterfowl on a wildlife management area. Also, a State hunting license or Wildlife Heritage License (residents only) and WMA permit are required for hunting small game, except waterfowl on wildlife management areas. Nonresidents must possess a wildlife management area license in addition to a State hunting license.
- Youth hunters on deer and turkey hunts must be less than 16 years of age. Supervisors must be 21 years old or older, or a parent, and must be properly licensed.
- Individuals ages 16 through 64 that utilize the shooting range on Upper Delta WMA are required to possess a valid Wildlife Heritage License, State hunting license, WMA license, or resident annual freshwater fishing license.
- For any person except authorized personnel to operate any motor driven vehicle behind, under, or around any locked gate, barricaded road, or sign which prohibits vehicular traffic.
- To discharge firearms for target practice except on the designated target range.
- To use dogs for stalking or hunting of deer or for turkey hunting.
- To use dogs on deer hunts.

HUNTING DATES: 

ZONE A: 

ZONE B: 

ZONES A & B: 

TURKEY: 

FURBLER TRAPPING (excluding fur seal): 

PERMITTED BIRD WILDLIFE: 

LICENSES: 

DIVISION OF WILDLIFE AND FRESHWATER FISHERIES
UPPER DELTA WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA
(Baldwin & Mobile Counties)

RECOMMENDATIONS LEGAL TO KILL OR POSSESS (either sex deer except buck): 

AGENCY OF HUNTER CHOICE: 

BAG LIMITS: 

DIVISION OF WILDLIFE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
CONSERVATION ORGANIZATIONS

BAG LIMITS (for those seasons which are legal for such designated hunts)

WMA is provided by the Wildlife Section of the Division of Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries, Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, in cooperation with the Forever Wild Land Trust.